
Party Over Here

Ruff Endz

Hey, what's up y'all (what's up y'all)
This is Ruff Endz
And at this time we wanna call all the steppers
To the dance floor
That's right (that's right)
Welcome to the rebirth

There's a party over here

It don't really matter what you've been facing
About to go up like elevation
Loves in the air no time for hating
Just let yourself go
Ain't no time for contemplating
To the dance floor no hesitating
Shorty come here don't keep me waiting
You know I want some more

I see people are talking, and see people are laughing
I see drinks in the sky
Some people laid back in the VIP
Some people catching the vibe
I'm ready to go, go
I'm a see you on the floor, on the floor
Locked into an up-tempo
Just let it flow

There's a party over here
If the DJ don't stop spinning
We ain't never gon' stop
Party over there
It's an r&b party all the way to the parking lot
Party over here

On the dance floor doing our favorite line dance (back and forth we go)
No time for the intermission
Now switch positions
Two in the morning and the DJs turning up
Party over there
My fam my crew everywhere people still pulling up
Move to the right, move to the side
Break it on down
There's a party over

When the beat drops it takes over me
Now the rhythm is controlling me
I can feel the music calling me
To dance with you
And get lost with you
I can feel it deep in my soul
There are views that are making me whole
And I just can't shake the fever girl
The base is getting deeper girl

I see people are talking, and see people are laughing
I see drinks in the sky
Some people laid back in the VIP
Some people catching the vibe



I'm ready to go, go
I'm a see you on the floor, on the floor
Locked into an up-tempo
Just let it flow

I see people are talking, and see people are laughing
I see drinks in the sky
Some people laid back in the VIP
Some people catching the vibe
I'm ready to go, go
I'm a see you on the floor, oh the floor
Locked into an up-tempo
Just let it flow

There's a party over here
If the DJ don't stop spinning
We ain't never gon' stop
Party over there
It's an r&b party all the way to the parking lot
Party over here
On the dance floor doing our favorite line dance (back and forth we go)
No time for the intermission
Now switch positions
Two in the morning and the DJs turning up
Party over there
My fam my crew everywhere people still pulling up
Move to the right, move to the side
Break it on down
There's a party over

We gon' break it on, break it on down
Everybody on the floor go round and round
We step to the left, we step to the right
Take it to the floor, and everybody do this one more time
We're having a good time
Nothing but good vibes
What doesn't matter
What you've been facing
We're about to go up, like elevation
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